Submit Your Students' Best Writing to...

We encourage submissions from all departments!

- We publish all genres:
  - Lab reports
  - Research papers
  - Essays
  - Interview transcripts
  - Creative work, and more...

Please upload your students' work electronically (preferably in Word, but PDFs are acceptable) to:
https://openlab.citytech.cuny.edu/citytechwriter

If you are a student, you'll need a professor to sponsor your work. Please consult the professor for whom you wrote the entry in question to secure their support. Professors will need to provide confirmation of sponsorship.

Submissions Deadline
November 15, 2019
Submission is open now!

If uploading poses difficulties, you can still email the submission (and any questions) to Profs. Lucas Kwong and Mark Noonan at CTWsubmissions@gmail.com.